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surf
It is the English name of a sport that consists of balancing on a board, sliding over the waves of the sea. 

surfactante
It is an element that serves to cause a surface tension.  The term is of English origin.  It is equivalent to surfactant.  In
medicine it is a substance present in the pulmonary alveoli that help prevent atelectasis (complete or partial collapse of
the lung). 

surfilado
It is an inflection of Surfilar. Surfilar is sewing the edges of a fabric to prevent fraying. It can be made with needle and
hand or with a machine that in Colombia we call roll forming or fileteadora. Profiling, Serge, filleting.

surfista
It is the name given to a person who practices surfing, which is a sport that consists of balancing by sliding over the
waves on a board.  It is also possible to call it tablist. 

surgen
It is a conjugation of inflection. It means excelling, sprout, exit, manar. Third person plural present indicative of arise.
Appear, manifest, soar.

suri
It is a word in the Basque language which means heat.

suripanto
A mixture of medicinal herbs that were used as contraceptives at the beginning of the TWENTIETH century.  Male
womanizer.  It is also the name of a small rodent similar to guinea pig or Curí.  In Bolivia it is the name of a locality near
La Paz.

surniculus
It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Cuculidae.  They are popularly known as squats or drongos. 
They are native to Southeast Asia.

surrapa
It means residue, crumb, grounds.  Vestige, fragment, surplus.

surtimiento
It is the action or effect of dispensing.  Provide, supply, supply, supply, provide, equip.

surubí
It is a type of catfish, freshwater siluriform fish in South America.  It is also called maiden, catfish or shallngaro.  they
belong to the genus Pseudoplatystoma and the family Pimelodidae.



surucua
In the Gran Chaco Region, a bird with showy plumage is called a surucua or surucuá.  There are two species and
several subspecies.  Its scientific name is Trogon surrucura, if it is the common surucuá and Trogon rufus, if it is the
yellow surucuá.  It belongs to the family Trogonidae.  

surucua
In the Gran Chaco Region, a bird with showy plumage is called a surucua or surucuá.  There are two species and
several subspecies.  Its scientific name is Trogon surrucura, if it is the common surucuá and Trogon rufus, if it is the
yellow surucuá.  It belongs to the family Trogonidae.  

surucua
In the Gran Chaco Region, a bird with showy plumage is called a surucua or surucuá.  There are two species and
several subspecies.  Its scientific name is Trogon surrucura, if it is the common surucuá and Trogon rufus, if it is the
yellow surucuá.  It belongs to the family Trogonidae.  

surullo
In Colombia Surullo ( although many use it as Zurullo ) synonym of bun.  It is a kind of roll or cylinder-shaped edible
mass.  They can be made with corn or rice flour and have milk, eggs and cheese.  Some are made with cassava flour
and are called " Bollo de yuca ".

susa
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Cundinamarca and in the language Chicha means
"white straw".  Also Susa was the name of an ancient city of Mesopoatamia, mentioned in the Holy Bible, in the Book of
Esther.  It was of great importance in the Persian Empire.  In Italy, there is also a town called Susa, which belongs to the
province of Turin.

susana
It is a woman's name of Biblical origin.  It means beautiful woman like the lily.  It means pure and chaste. 

susana seivane
The correct terms are Susana Seivane.  They are the first and last name of a renowned Piper of Spain, born in
Barcelona.  It is the spouse of Xesús Ferreiro, known as " Puppy "

susanismo
It is usually a form of call to followers or partisans of a female character's name Susana, whether political, religious or
literary.

susanna
Susanna is incorrectly written and should be written as "Susanna ( is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Susanna is
a name of biblical origin woman and means beautiful as Lily.  It is Susan and Susana variants.

susipayo
susipayo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Susi Payo" being its meaning:<br>Susi Payo, esn an agent of
equality of opportunities in Lalín 40 Town Hall; Spain ) companion of Celso Taboada Lorenzo.



susodicho
It refers to a person without naming it.  It is a synonym of cited, referred to, named, indicated, above, mentioned,
alluded.

suspendida
It means that this hanging on a rope.  Which is hooked, hoisted, raised, boosted.  It also means cancelled, limited,
braking, interrupted, postponed, delayed, postponed, delayed, punished, expelled.

suspenso
Expectation time in which a detachce is expected.  Tension, expectation, intrigue, perplexity,zoration.  It can also mean
hung or suspended.

suspicacias
It means that they generate suspicion, malice, distrust, fear, susceptibility and caution.

suspiro
In Colombia it is the same as meringue, a sweet made with egg whites and sugar.  It is also an inhalation of deep and
prolonged air.  It can mean desire or craving.  Very short time.  Short time slot. 

suspiro
In Colombia it is the same as meringue, a sweet made with egg whites and sugar.  It is also an inhalation of deep and
prolonged air.  It can mean desire or craving.  Very short time.  Short time slot. 

sustalos
It is a word that really has no meaning. It is used by Julio Cortázar in hopscotch with your language Giglico or tangled,
with other words such as agopausa, murelio, etc.

sustancia negra
It is the name given in anatomy to the compact part of the midbrain, formed by neurons that are darkening as age
progresses.  Also is called Substantia nigra or Locus niger.

sustanciador
In Colombia he is an auxiliary employee in the courts.  You can be considered as secretary or processing.

sustine
It is a word of Latin which means support, endure, tolerate. The complete phrase is " Sustine et abstine " that means "
Supports and gives " which is attributed to Epictetus and is the maximum of the Stoics.

susumpate
It is the name of a toxic plant in Costa Rica.  In southern Brazil, Paraguay and northern Argentina (Chaco Region) the
common name for this toxic plant is caángay.  It belongs to the Asteraceae family.  In the Guarani language it means
watercress plant or watercress herb.  It is toxic and has medicinal uses.  It is also known in the region as caápétay.  In
Colombia we call it chiva, chiba or hemostatic plant, in Costa Rica, Santa Lucia (and many more names) and in Brazil
quebrapedra.  Its scientific name is Ageratum conyzoides.  this plant has many regional names in every country in South
and Central America. 



susunga
In the South of Colombia and Ecuador, it means slotted spoon, sieve or sieve.  It is usually a metal, round and
somewhat warped, kitchen utensil with holes that serves to remove foam from broth or something solid in the hot oil.  It
has a long handle.  Colander or metal sieve.

sut&#39;u
It is a word of quechua origin which means clear, clarity, transparency.

sute
In Colombia and especially sute Boyacá is the way call smaller pig of a litter.  By extension used to designate a small
child or the child of a family.  They also say the cuba.

suthora
It is a word of Hindi origin and means clean, neat.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Sylviidae. 
They are known as picoloros and are found in the foothills of the Himalayas.

sutil
It is a qualifying adjective meaning graceful, slender, fine, delicate, light, steamy.  It can also mean insightful, cunning.

sutileza
It is the quality or quality of the human being manifested in the delicacy, care or fineness that is things.  Smell, cunning
and instinct.

suturas
Plural of suture.  Fabric, darning or stitching on the skin.  Surgical points, patchwork.  They are also the contact lines
between the bones of the skull.

suversivo
The correct term is subversive.  It means it belongs to subversion.  It goes against the legally constituted government
and does not meet the rules.  He is rebellious, seditious, revolutionary, unruly, conspiratorial, troublemaker, guerrilla,
agitator.

súper bacano
In Colombia it means great, amazing, stunning, cool.  Very bacano, very cool, very good, super good.

súperfuneral
A funeral that is done with a lot of rigor and a lot of pomp. 

súpito
In Colombia we use it as a synonym for lelo amazed, stunned, perplexed.  MADCAP, stunned.  Something that happens
suddenly and in an unexpected instant.

súpitos
It means surprised, dumbfounded, lelos. 



súplica
It may mean request, prayer or prayer.  It is also a pitiful cry caused by pain and asking to end a suffering.

swahili
It is the name of a language spoken in East Africa.  It belongs to the Bantu family.  Is it also called Swahili? , Swahili or
Swaheli .  It is spoken especially in Somalia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda,
Mozambique, Comoros, Kenya and Tanzania. 

swap
In Economy and Finance is a type of contract in which the parties undertake to exchange money, biernes or services at
previously established interest rates.   Interest rates are called IRS ( Interest Rate Swap ).  It is also called Financial
Exchange or Financial Swap .

swatting
It is not a term the Spanish language but English which means crush, crush.

sweeping floor pants
In literal translation means sweeping trousers. Pants to sweep the floor. It is a fad that happened towards the end of the
seventies and boot Bell-Bottoms were called. Apparently returns to be trend ( Young people are now interested in the
old, but let's look at what happens with discs acetate ).

swell
It is an English word meaning to inflate, inflate, swell, swell, fatten, bulk, increase.  It can also mean great, great,
wonderful. 

swerf
It is an acronym for Sex worker exclusionary radical feminist that translates Radical Feminist that excludes sex workers. 

swim
It is another popular way to call the foot-and-mouth disease of cattle.  It's a word in English that means swimming.

swing
It is a word from the English language that means rocking, swinging or oscillation.  Musical genre derived from Jazz.  A
type of punch used by amateur boxers also called flying to the forehead or head.  It sticks with the knuckles and is
almost not used by professionals.  Characteristic stroke of golfers.  It is used as a synonym for rhythm, cadence in
Spanish, especially in the Caribbean. 

sylvania
Sylvania is the name of an extinct volcano in the State of Oregon in the United States.  Is the name of at least seven 40
United States cities; Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania ).  Name of an English liner of
the Cunard Line shipping company.

sylvia
It is the English variant of the female name Silvia.  Other variants are Silvana or Silvina .  It is a name of woman of Latin
origin and means natural of the jungle, which comes from the jungle.  It is also the name of a genus of birds belonging to



the family Sylviidae.  This genus Sylvia, currently consists of warblers, timalíids and cameo or cork smith.  Name of an
Asteroid (No, 87 ).  It is also the name of a plant and synonymous with a genus of plants also known as Mezilaurus of
the family Lauraceae.  In Colombia there is a municipality called Silvia and it remains in the Department of Cauca.

syma
It is a genus of birds in the family Halcyoninae.  They are called king-fishers, cucaburras, alciones.  They are endemic to
New Guinea.  In Colombia Syma is a brand of drones.  It is also the accepted acronym for Integrated Taxonomic
Information System (ITIS).

synallaxis
There is discussion as to whether it means change or change (regarding plumage) or if it refers to Synallasis, water
nymphiid.  It is a genus of South American bird, belonging to the family Furnariidae.  They are known as coludites,
chamiceros, stubble, pijuís, gotitos, colaespinas or architects.

synchysis
It is the total alteration of the elements of a statement.  In rhetoric he is a literary figure.  It is also called symchisis or
mixtura verborum .  Verbal mixing.  Generates syntactic confusion.

syndactyla
You mean with your fingers united.  It is a genus of birds in the family Furnariidae.  They are well known as leaf litterers,
flared cleaners, trepamusgos, tical or clean-follajes.

syringa
Syringa ( hardly used ) , Syrinx, seringuiero are other names were given to rubber, scientific name Hevea tree
brasilensis of the Family Euphorbiaceae.  Of the removed a latex that is industrially useful: natural rubber.

syrma
It is the name of a star of the Constellation of Virgo.  In Astronomy it is also known as Surma, i Virginis, i Vir or 99
Virginis.  It is located in the tail of the robe of the Virgin.  You can translate skirt, tail or cover. 

syrmaticus
It is a genus of birds that groups large pheasants.  They belong to the family Phasianidae.  All species are Asian and
endangered.

syrrhaptes
It is a genus of birds in the family Pteroclidae.  They are known as ortegas or bargains.  They live in Central Asia.

systellura
It means short-tailed or trimmed tail.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Caprimulgidae.  They
are known as atajacaminos, chotacabras, cuyeos, gallinasciegas, añaperos, zumayas, engañapastores.

t tauri
It is a young star of spectral type.  It is a variable and irregular star that belongs to the Constellation taurus.  They are
smaller than twice that of the sun.  They have circumstellar circles. 



t0rpe
The correct term is clumsy.  It means lerdo, slow, slow, inept, incapable, rough, rude, silly, foolish.

ta luego
It is a very colloquial way of saying good-bye, to say goodbye.  Goodbye, see you soon, bye.  Farewell.

taaffeíta
Means that it belongs to the notable Irish dynasty Taaffe.  In Austria, a political supporter of Eduard Franz Joseph Graf
von Taaffe, 10th Viscount Taaffe first.  He was President for two terms of Cisleithania (Austria-Hungary).  The taaffeitas
in essence were imperial counts, members of the German nobility (Reichsgrafen), the Holy Roman Empire and
Viscounts in the Peerage of Ireland (in the United Kingdom).

taaparas
They are elaborate vessels from the dried fruit of the pumpkin tree.  Totumas, pumpkins, taparas.

taba
It's another way of calling the astragalus or Maleolo.  Ankle bulge.  Bone that binds the foot with the tibia and fibula.

tabaca
It is one of the common names of a tree in Colombia.  It is also known as iguá, jiguá, nauno, guachapel, guachapelí.  Its
scientific name is Albizia guachapele (or Pseudosamanea guachapele).  It belongs to the Fabaceae family.  Wood chip. 
small piece of firewood. 

tabacal
It is the name given to a place where there are tobacco plants.  Tobacco planting, tobacco growing. 

tabacalera
The place where tobacco is cultivated, processed or traded.  Tobacco-related.

tabacales
Plural of tabacal .  It refers to tobacco crops.  Tobacco sown. 

tabachin
It is a common ornamental tree in Tropical America and the Caribbean. Its scientific name is Caesalpinea pulcherrima,
of the family Fabaceae. Tabachin is the name you give it in Dominican Republic. Some also say Clavellino, Acacia red,
Ponciana and flamboyant. In Colombia we say Girardot Acacia.

tabachín
It is one of the common names of a tree in the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Caesalpinia pulcherrima.  In
Colombia we say clavellino and Peru virundera.  It is also known as the Christmas flower, pasque flower, flower
Christmas Eve, sneak, chivatillo and Macaw of Cuba.

tabacote
Tabacote, is a plant of medium, characteristic of the Colombian Paramos porte. Its scientific name is Senecius sp. There



it with flowers of white, purple and yellow. They are popularly known as Arnicas. They are very important for the
environment, then the pubescencias ( 41 hairs; covering them retain humidity. The most common of these is the
Senecio aureus 40 niveus; Yellow ) and the Senecio formosianus ( purple ). It is very threatened by the destruction of
the Moors. In Colombia there are 57% of the moors of the world.

tabanco
In America it means attic, loft, loft, loft.  It can also mean, drawer, stall, kiosk, tent, tent.  Since improvised and street
sales.

tabanos
The correct term is horseflies (with accent).  It is the plural of horsefly.  They are a kind of hematophagous flies of great
size, very hard biting livestock.  They generate the nuches in cattle.  Moscón, Bumblebee.  Annoying, annoying,
impertinent, foolish person.  They are flies of the family Tabanidae.  Females are hematophagous and produce the
nuches; males feed on nectar from flowers.

tabaquito
Diminutive of tobacco, small tobacco.  Nickname of a Venezuelan boxing handler whose full name is Melquiades Sáenz.

tabarense
Natural of the city of Tábara, in the Province of Zamora in Spain.  It is most commonly used tabarés or tabaresa. 

tabarés
It means that a Shire of the Province of Zamora in Spain originates or originates from Tábara.  This Gentile has given
rise to the name of man Tabaré and the surnames Tabarés and Tabares. 

tabarnia
tabarnia is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tabarnia ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Tabarnia.  It is the name proposed for a Region of Catalonia, formed by the regions of Tarragona and Barcelona,
by the 34 organization; Barcelona is not Catalonia " also called " Platform for the autonomy of Barcelona ".

tabasco
It's the name of a state of Mexico.  The word as such, of Nahuatl origin, means "place that has owner".  Name of a very
spicy chili trademark.  Name of a Mexican river.  Name of two Mexican municipalities : one in the State of Morelos and
one in the State of Zacatecas .  Name of a variety of chili and name of an indigenous warlord of Potonchán. 

tabata
It is the name of a method for weight loss and weight loss.  Interval training system, high intensity and short duration. 
They are performed several times a day.  Tábata is also used.  Tábata is a name of woman of Greek origin that means
graceful, agile, gazelle.

tabazo
Tabazo or taguazo, is a given blow with the foot to something or someone ( for example a ball or else ) It comes from
the word taba, which is synonymous with Astragalus ( 41 bone; or foot. In Colombia, there is also a hole or hollow big a
main or sewer system. Blow given with the leg of a sheep.



tabernas
Places where people gather to chat and drink.  Bars, inns, still lifes, wineries, canteens, pubs.

tabit
In Arabic language it means enduring, the one that endures.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Orion.  It is also
known as "pi" Orion , ? Ori or ? Orionis .  It is a star that is approaching the Earth. 

tabla
Mean piece of brushed wood, usually of three meters long, 30 cm wide and about two centimeters or three thick.  Iron,
payroll, list, catalogue, index, table.  .

tabla de mendelejeff
The correct term is table of Mendeleyev or of Mendeleev.  It is the same periodic table of the chemical elements. 
Developed it the Russian chemist Dimitri Ivanovich Mendeleiev.

tabla mendeliana
It means established by Mendel.  A supporter of Mendel's genetic theories.  It is a basic table of genetic Botany,
established by Gregor Johann Mendel, monk and scientist of Czech origin.

tabla pitagórica
It is a simple box to teach children the multiplication tables.  In the horizontal direction is a sequence of numbers and the
same is true in a vertical direction, the criss-cross between a number of vertical and one horizontal, is your product or
multiple.

tablado
In Colombia is a platform built on wooden planks where public performances are presented.  Stage, shed, platform,
stage, rostrum, stage.

tablaje
In Spain, play house, garito.  Place where the tahur are enclosed.  Table frame, entablado . 

tablazo
In Colombia it is the name of a hill where air accidents have occurred.  Hit hit with a board.

tablero
In Colombia it means wide and long table or several tables together singing.  Surface of wood or other material, flat, thin,
and usually square or rectangular, which serves to write or to place notices.  It also means, iron board, panel.  Flat,
square, slim and with grids that allows you to play chess.

tablet
It is a term in English that means tablet .  It is a portable electronic device or device that has a touch screen and used in
computing.  It lacks a keyboard.  In our language it is more appropriate to use the terms táblet or tablet. 

tableta



It is a diminutive and derogatory table, small table.  It has the shape of a small table .  In Colombia it is synonymous with
pill, pill, jelly, tablet, paste.  Medicinal product administered orally in the form of an elongated tablet. 

tableta
It is a diminutive and derogatory table, small table.  It has the shape of a small table .  In Colombia it is synonymous with
pill, pill, jelly, tablet, paste.  Medicinal product administered orally in the form of an elongated tablet. 

tablón
Table augmentative .  Piece of wood larger than a board.  Thick board .  A type of clay block for construction that is one
foot long and one foot wide.  Name of a comic strip character and In Topography is a type of relief in which there is a
strip of flat terrain framed by two mountain ranges or high mountains.  In Agriculture it is the strip of land cultivated or
prepared for sowing that is between two ridges or furrows.  Billboard , announcement page.  Name of an area of the
municipality of Támara in the department of Casnare, Colombia. 

tabor
It is the name of a mountain located in the North of Israel where took place the Transfiguration of Jesus.  It is in the
Region of Galilee.  In Ecuador there is a hill called Tabor, the same as in Colombia (municipality of Pulí, Department of
Cundinamarca).  Tabor is also the name of several locations in the United States is the States of Dakota of the South,
Iowa and Minnesota.

tabora
Tabora is the name of a city in Tanzania and capital of a homonymous Region.  It is also the name of a famous
neighborhood of Bogotá.  Tabora is also related to Tabor (name of a mountain).

tabuco
It is an additional room or room that is made on the terraces of the houses, Yarn that is made on a cornice, on the roof. 
Attic, basement, mezzanine, attic, zahurda. 

tabulado
It means that it is organized in a table, in a box.  It is an inflection of tabular.  It means organizing in an index, role,
payroll, list, catalogue.  Indexed, listing, classified, ordered.

taburete
In Colombia is a type of Chair with wood frame with sheets of leather in the backrest and seat.  Seat, Chair.  Name of a
Colombian towns in the departments of Caldas and Boyacá.

taca
It is an inflection of tacar.  It means filled with gunpowder a fisto shotgun or a cannon.  Recharge.  Hit the ball in billiards.
 It is also the acronym for an airline of Costa Rica.  TACA: Air transport of Costa Rica.

tacacho
In quechua language means hit.  It is the name of a dish that is prepared in the Peruvian Amazon consisting of cooked
and marinated or crushed green bananas that are mixed with pork, lard and salt.  In Ecuador they say bolon.  In the
Caribbean say mofongo and tuco Colombia (especially in the Department of Chocó.



tacamajaca
It is one of the common names of a resinous tree industrial, medicinal and cabinetmaking.  Its scientific name is Protium
heptaphyllum and belongs to the family Burseraceae.  It is located in South America.  Also known by the names of ivira,
yvira, isi, aruru, ysy ysy guasu, yvyra ysy.

tacaná
Name of a border volcano between Mexico and Guatemala.  It belongs to the municipalities of Unión Juárez and
Cacahoatán in the State of Chiapas, in Mexico and to the municipalities of Sibinal and Asunción Tacaná in the
Department of San Marcos in Guatemala.  Name of a municipality of Guatemala, also known as Asunción Tacaná and
belongs to the Department of San Marcos. 

tacaynamo
It was also called Chimor Cápac.  He was the first ruler of the Chimu Empire in Peru.  According to legend he had come
from the sea. 

tacha
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for imperfection, defect, failure, failure.  Anomaly.  It is also an inflection of
strikethrough, which means to delete, to eliminate.

tachihuil
You mean handmade stew.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  In the state of Chiapas, in Mexico, it is a stew made with pork
viscera.

tachira
Táchira is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Tachira; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Tachira; own name ).  It is the name of a river and a State in Venezuela, whose capital is San Cristóbal.  The
name comes from a plant which is extruded a tint of purple ( 41 vinotinto; call tuntua or sibidigua ( Jatropha gossypifolia
of Family Euphorbiaceae ) You may experience toxicity and is used to manufacture soaps.

tacho
In Colombia, it is a cross-out inflection.  It means delete, delete, take out of a list.  It can also mean censoring, criticizing,
reproaching, criticizing, labeling, qualifying.  In Argentina, they also call the trash basket or caneca, as well as a paila or
vase or a taxi driver.   In Peru, tacho means pot, vessel, cauldron, container.

tachones
In Colombia amendments, repisados, overrides.

tachornis
It means fast bird, fast bird.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Apodidae.  They are known as
swifts.

tachón
In Colombia you mean smear, enmendadura, correction on a writing.  It is also a pair of striped cross placed on a writing
about something that you want to delete or ignore.



tachu
The name of a young flamenco dancer, from the Los lozadas Group.  In Asturian language the word means cut, cut.

tachuela
In Colombia it is a kind of puntilla with a large head and short length of the barbed.  It is diminutive and derogatory of
tache .  Nail bighead and short . 

tachuelota
Tack augmentative.  Very large tack. 

tachybaptus
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Podicipedidae.  They are known as somormujos, macaes, diving ducks or
zampullines.

tachycineta
Tachycineta means it moves very fast.  the word is formed of the Greek roots Tachy which means fast and kinetas,
movement.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Hirundinidae.  They are well known as airplanes, airplanes or
swallows.

tachyeres
It means you paddle very fast.  It is the name of a taxonomic genus of Ducks from Patagonia.  They belong to the Family
Anatidae.

tachymarptis
It means very fast raptor.  It means he grabs very fast with his claws.  It is the name of a genus of birds of the Apodidae
family.  They are known as large swifts, royal swifts or equatorial swifts.

tachyphonus
It means you speak very fast, it produces sounds very fast.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family
Thraupidae.  They are popularly known as tangaras, fruit trees or speakers ( chatterboxes).

tacio
Tatius is incorrectly written and should be written as "Taci ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Tatius or better yet Tito Tacio.  It is the name of a sabino King who shared throne with Romulo in ancient Rome. 
Hersilia father, spouse of Romulus.

tacitas
Diminutive of cups.  Wells, small cups.  Generic name given to puppies of small breeds.

taciturno
It means sad, melancholy, downcast, gloomy.  It also means silent, quiet, reserved, withdrawn.  Grief-stricken. 

tacleador
He is an offensive player who sits on the sides of the court in the sport of football.  He is also called a tackler.  Previously



they were independently offensive or defensive.  In current systems they are usually very specialized.  Their main job is
to block opposing players. 

taclla
It is an agricultural tool native to the Peruvian Andes.  It is basically a shovel long handle that the incas used since
ancient times.  Its allowed to be pushed with the foot on hard floors.

taco
In Mexico is a rolled tortilla, stuffed with meat, chicken, or other ingredients.  In Colombia bar dynamite.  In the region of
the Colombian paisa trancon, vehicular chaos, congestion of cars.  Stick to play billiards.  Lump in the throat.  Cap.

taconazo
Augmentative of heel.  Hit with the heel.  Hit with the heel.

tacoyo
Type of training and gentle exercises, anti-stress.  The name of a book on the same topic.  They may ask for Tlacoyo.  If
so, it is a Mexican dish, soft thin tortilla type, which is filled with various foods.  this word is of Nahuatl origin. 

tacuacín
It is one of the common names given in Central America to a mammal and marsupial Carnivore, also known by the
names of Muca (Peru), common opossum, Fox, opossum, runcho, chucha or fara.  Its scientific name is Didelphis
marsupialis and belongs to the family Didelphidae.

tacuara
tacuara is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tacuara ( it is a nickname ).  being its meaning:<br>It is a term
in guarani which means bamboo, bamboo.  It is the nickname of a Paraguayan player named Oscar Cardozo and say "
Tacuara " by being high, strong and thin.

tacuaral
In the Gran Chaco region, it means land where tacuaras, guafas or guaduas abound.  Guafal , guadual .   The word
tacuara is of Guaraní origin and means guadua. 

tacuaras
Tacuaras is the plural of Tacuara. Tacuara is another name for which you have the bamboo Guasdua, bamboo or
Guafa. Its scientific name is Bambusa guadua or Bambusa angustifolia and belongs to the family Poaceae. It is very
useful for construction because it is highly resistant. Tacuara in Paraguay is the name of a city, which belongs to the
Department of Ñeembucú. It means fertile soil. As a nickname, it means skinny and tall, Stringer.

tacuarembó
In guarani language means cane regrowth ( 41 son; or stem.  By extension it means slender young. It is the name of a
city and an apartment in the Uruguay.  The same region of the Uruguayan soccer team.

tacuarí
Tacuari in Guarani language means son of God.  Name of the River Uruguay.  The name of steam from the Navy
Paraguayan who fought in the war of the Triple Alliance.  Place of the Paraguay, where general Cabañas, defeated



General Belgrano.  Team of Paraguayan football based in Barrio Jara of assumption.  Argentine landscape in the
province of Buenos Aires.

tacuchar
It is a Quechua origin word and means fill, fill to the top or limit, jam, saturate.  In Mexico there is also a cross-play and
there the word is of Tarasco origin ( tacuche ) and means to dress well or elegantly.

tacuche
In Mexico is a traditional dress or costume of man.  Traditional men's clothing in Mexico.  It is also a derogatory way to
call Taco (Mexican food).

tacurú
It is a word of Guarani origin, which is used to call a type of ant, common in the Chaco region.  Its scientific name is
Camponotus punctulatus and belongs to the family Formicidae .  It also gets the same name its nests, which are usually
clay and that stick out noticeably on the savannah (up to the height of a person).  They are also common in rice sowing. 
It is also called tucurú to termite nests.  In Colombia they are called topias or tupias.

tadorna
It means spotted duck.  It is a genus of birds in the family Anatidae.  They are known as white jars, spotted ducks,
peeps.

taekwondista
It is the athlete who practiced martial arts in the form of Taekwondo.  Student of Taekwondo.  Taekwondo is a Korean
martial art.  Taekwondoin or Taekwondoca ( Little used ).

taeniopygia
It has a ribbon on the buttocks (or a stripe on the tail).  It is the genus of birds in the family Estrildidae.  They are known
as Mandarin diamond.

tafetán
It's a kind of fabric.  Very bushy silk-like fabric. 

tafonomía
It is a branch of forensic sciences and also of Paleontology that is responsible for studying the formation of fossil
deposits and fossilization processes.  The word is formed from the Greek roots taphos (burying ) and nomos (standard . 
rule, law).

tagarotes
It can mean scribeno , or auxiliary of a notary.  Writer, substanceizer.  He can also be a tall, unbateered man.  Synonym
of glutton, tragon, used.  It is also a species of peregrine falcon or Berberia falcon.  Its scientific name is Falco
pelegrinoides and belongs to the family Falconidae .

tagito
Tagito is a web platform that allows users to sell your downloadable content for their blogs, sites or social networks



tagua
In Colombia it is one of the common names of some palm trees from which vegetable ivory is obtained, a material widely
used in the elaboration of handicrafts.  They are several species of the family Arecaceae (Phytelephas aequatorialis,
Phytelephas macrocarpa, Phytelephas seemannii).  In Bogotá in the street language it means foot, leg or shoe (taguazo
is puntapie, kick). 

tagucas
tagucas is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tag: UCAS." being its meaning:<br>It is the correct Tag: UCAS. 
It is an expression in English indicating an email address or web page.  UCAS is the acronym in English of the
Universities and Colleges Admissions Service ( Admission service in colleges and universities, )  Tag is the tag.

tahalíes
It's the plural of tahalí.  It is the name of a strap that reaches from the shoulder to the waist and serves to hang a sword
or a drum.  Leather strap that crosses chest and back that serves to hold the sheath of white weapons.

tahas
Plural of Taha .  it's a word of Arab origin.  In the former Kingdom of Granada it was the name of a type of territorial
division that is equivalent to district or region. 

taheño
It means hair or red beard.  Reddish beard. 

tahini
Tahini, tahina or tahine, is the name of a dish of Arabic origin consisting of a paste made with ground seeds of sesame
or sesame.  It is an essential ingredient to make chickpea hummus or puree or baba ganush which is a eggplant puree. 

tahona
It is a term used in Spain and has two meanings.  It can mean bakery, establishment where bread is prepared and sold. 
It also means mill that is pulled by animals, especially oxen or horses.

tahuantinsuyo
It means the kingdom of the four regions or the four divisions.  It was the name given to the ancient Inca Empire.  You
can also use Tawantinsuyo. 

tahuaro
Name of an indigenous Mexican people, settled especially in the state of Michoacán.  Tahuara Indigenous of
Tamaulipas. 

tahures
The correct term is gamblers (Yes, with tilde).  Plural of gambler.  In Colombia to say very expert in the game, crafty,
cheat, con man, marrullero.  Addicted to the game, ludopata.

tai-chi
It is a term in Chinese, which relates to a type of gymnastics, with very slow and well-coordinated exercises or
movements. 



taifa
It was the name of each of the small kingdoms into which a caliphate was divided.  Side, faction, part.  Type of
political-administrative division that existed in the Iberian Peninsula in times of Muslim domination.  person of bad life or
of little judgment.  Dismissed. 

taika
It can have several meanings.  Taika was a period or era in the History of Japan that lasted 5 years (645 to 650).  It
preceded the Hakushi Era.  Taika is also the male name originating in Oceania (Maori).  Stage name of an actor,
director and screenwriter, known as Taika Waititi, her real name is Taika David Cohen and she is New Zealander. 
Name of a star in the Constellation Lizard (Lacerta).  In Finnish it means spell, magic. 

taikonauta
Man or woman of the Chinese space.  A (or a) taikonauta is a (or a) astronaut of Chinese origin.  Chinese astronaut,
Cosmonaut Chinese.  It originates from the word of the Chinese mandarin language taikon, which means space.

tailin
It is the name of a city in Shanxi Province, China.  In Chinese language means queue .  It is used as a woman's or male
name.  Lee Tailin is the name of a footballer from China Taipei or Taiwanese (in some texts he boasts as Lee Tai-Lin).

tailoring
It's an English language word meaning tailoring.  It is also a way to call the activity to apply other people's experiences,
for the best development of an activity.  Analyze successes and failures of others. 

taimada
It means overlapping, cunning, bellaca, ladina, marrullera, hypocrite, disguised.  Person who hides his true way of being.

taimadas
Plural of taimada .  It means overlaps, cunning, bellacas, ladinas, marrulleras, hypocrites, disguises.  They hide their
true way of being. 

taina
It is a type of construction very typical of central Spain, especially in mountainous areas, used as sheds, stables and
shelters for livestock. 

tainos
Taino is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Taino" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Taino ( With
tilde ). Indigenous people originating from South America, from the mouths of the Orinoco. They inhabited the Bahamas,
greater Antilles, and the part North of the Lesser Antilles.

taipa
It is a type of tribal organization in Chechnya.  It is the name of an island in the administrative region of Macao. 
Implement that is used on a tractor to make the ridges in a rice crop.

taipán



It's one of the common names of a very venomous Australian snake.  It's the most toxic venom of the world's terrestrial
snakes.  They belong to the genus Oxyuranus and the family Elapidae .  Lately a kind of taipán snake was discovered in
New Guinea.

tairi sania nai
It is the phoneme in the name of a political party of Greece, called Association Popular Amanecer Dorado ( Translated
sometimes as Alba or Aurora Dorada ). It is orientation neo-Nazi and fascist and racist and xenophobic character. It is
directed and acaudilla Nikolaos Michaloliakos, a Greek exmilitar.

taironas
The Tairona or Tayrona are a great Colombian indigenous family living in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada de Santa
Marta.  Their culture is very advanced and always seek to protect nature above all.

tairy
tairy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tairi" being its meaning:<br>In the mythology of Mangareva ( 41
French Polynesia; Tairi ( Ta '' iri ) He is the God of Thunder.

taita
In Colombia it means dad, father, father.  Taita is also the name of an ethnic group based in Kenya, in Taita-Taveta
County.  Among several indigenous groups Taita is also called a wise old man, who is usually the greatest authority. 
Among the Kamsa Indians, he is the ancestral physician.  Healer.

taitetú
It is one of the common names of the zaino (or saino) collar, pig rosillo or necklace peccary.  It is also called collared
boar, javelin, chatter, baquiro, huangana, kure'i, k'itam or coyámel.  Its scientific name is Dicotyles tajacu and it belongs
to the family Tayassuidae. 

taiwanés
It means originating or natural Taiwan.  Resident or related to Taiwan.  Previously they were called nationalist Chinese. 
The republic and the island were also called Formosa.

taiwán
Taiwan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "40 Taiwan; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Taiwan is
the name of an island located opposite mainland China in the Pacific Ocean. It also receives the name of Formosa.
Republic of China which is the capital Taipei. Also referred to as Chinese Taipei.

taiyangshou
It is a word of Chinese origin meaning "The Guardian of the Sun" .  It is the name of a star, which in astronomy is also
known as Alkafzah, Alkaphrah, Koprah, Ursa Major X or Ursus Marjoris Chi.   It belongs to the Constellation of Greater
Bear. 

taína
Caribbean Amerindian women.  Arhuacos.  Having ancestry of the Taíno people.

taja



Chop, slice, slice, slice (in Colombia).  It is an inflection of chopping.  Then cut into slices, or slices.  Slitting.

tajadas
It means slices, slices.  Thin cuts of something.  In Colombia it is a way to present and consume banana, especially ripe.
 . 

tajado
It means cut into slices, slices or slices.  Inflection of tajar .  It means cutting into slices or slices.

tajalápices
Plural of tajalápiz .  It is a desktop element that serves to sharpen pencils or tip the pencils.  In Colombia we also use the
term sharpeners. 

tajamar
It is a type of civil work that is built inland waters and usually perpendicular to the coast.  They help to cut the strength of
the waves on the beach.  Spur, dique, barrier, jarillon.

tajante
It refers to a person dry, sharp, incisive.  It is strong, vigorous, categorical, definitive, strict, authoritarian.  That it does
not yield.

tajantemente
It means with drasticidad, conclusively or determinant, radically, forcefully.  Energetic and dramatic way.

tajar
It means cutting into slices or slices.  In Colombia it is also to get tip to a pencil. 

tajibo
It is the name given in Bolivia to a tree of the Bignoniaceae family that we know in South America as Guayacán amarillo,
araguaney, floramarillo, cañaguate, cañahuate, ipé, lapacho, tají.  Its scientific name is Tabebuia chrysantha.  It is the
national tree of Venezuela and Paraguay.  In summer, it blooms completely yellow.  

tajibos
It is the name given in Bolivia to a tree in the family Bignoniaceae, known in South America as yellow Guayacán,
araguaney, floramarillo, canaguate, canahuate, ipe, lapacho.

tajín
Name of the god Thunder in Totonaco .  Name of a Mexican powdered sauce that is a mixture of chili, dried lemon and
salt.  Mexican salsa brand.  In North Africa, it is a popular dish, composed of minced meats and vegetables.  It is also
called Tajin.  It is popular in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco (Maghreb Region).  Name of a Mexican archaeological area in
the State of Veracruz, near the city of Papantla. 

tajo
In Colombia tajo is cut with a knife from a piece of meat.  Tejo is also part-time work that takes place during one day in



the field work.  Task, jornal.  Machetazo, slice, piece, portion.

tajuarin
It is a word used in Mexico to appoint an indigenous people of Michoacan, known as the Tahuaros.  Indians of
Tamaulipas.  Workers of the Michoacán indigenous origin, cheap labor.

tajuarín
Member of the Tahuara ethnic group in Mexico.  Quye belongs to the Tahuaro people. 

tajuela
It is the same as tayuela.  It is a stool or small three-legged seat. 

tajú
It is a drink that the indigenous people prepare as breakfast.  The preparation has sugar or honey, water and ginger.  It's
a toning drink. 

takulo
Means marked or designated with red earth ( referring generally to the fur of livestock 41. Taku in quechua is iron oxide
or red, reddish Earth. Taku or takul is also the name that give indigenous quechuas to 40 carob tree; Prosopis juliflora or
Prosopis silicuastrum ) Foraging, feeding. Takular is the same as enjalbegar ( paint ) dyeing fabric ( 41 red;. Dry
cleaning. Qonchopear ( Conchopear means stain, dye, muddy ).

tala
Inflection of felling which means to knock down, to knock down, to cut down trees.  also in Argentina it is a type of tree of
the family Ulmaceae (Elm).  It is also a type of barrier, defense or fortification formed with trees cut by the foot and
placed as a barrier. 

talabarte
You mean belt, Correilla, belt.  Element as a strip of leather that is placed on the belt to hang the sabre or the sword. 
Saddle straps.  Ation.

talabartero
Person who has the job of manufacturing or arranging saddles, Galapagos and all its loops.  Person who makes
talabartes.

talacha
It's a term used in Mexico.  It is the name of a tool that we also know as Pica or pickaxe.  It is used to dig or dig in the
ground.  Talacha is also hard work, tough work and fatigue.  Strenuous home works, also mechanical work in a
workshop.  The word talacha comes from Tlali a Nahuatl word that means earth.

talache
It means pica or zapapica.  Digging or digging tool.  Talacho .

talachón



It means community work, teamwork, treat.  It's a term used in Mexico.

taladradores
It means that they drill, that they drill, that they make holes or holes. 

talambuco
In Colombia is a plastic container used for transporting especially fuels.  They have a capacity of approximately five
gallons.  In Colombia is synonymous with jug, carafe, drum, pimpina, calambuco.

talamiflora
In botany it is the plant whose flowers have inserted the stamens in the receptacle.  Flower that has the stamens
inserted into the receptacle. 

talamontes
A person who is dedicated to tear down native forest.  Logger, settler.

talanquera
In Colombia is synonymous with lock, barrier, obstacle, jam, obstacle, brake, complication, impediment, nuisance,
obstacle.  Fence, wall or parapet.  About rods, corral.  Barrier to contain vehicles on a toll road or a parking lot entrance.

talante
It means character, temperament, genius, mettle, nature, encouragement.   Way of being, willingness to act or do
something.

talaro
It is the surname of a microbiologist from United States, the State of Idaho.  His full name is Kathleen Park Talaro.  He
has written several books on microbiology and is Professor for 30 years for that matter.  He currently teaches at the
University of Pasadena.

talasa
In Greek mythology she was the goddess of the sea.  She was the daughter of Ether and Hemera.  She was the wife of
Pontus, god of the sea and mother of Admete.  Name of one of the satellites of the planet Neptune. 

talasemia
In Medicine it is a very heterogeneous group of quantitative alterations of hemoglobin, in which there is a deficit in the
synthesis of some of its polypeptide subunits.  Hereditary hemolytic anemia, which occurs preferentially in individuals
from Mediterranean countries and is due to a quantitative disorder in the production of hemoglobin. 

talasofilia
It is intense love for the seas and oceans.  Attraction or attraction to the sea and the oceans.  Fever or sailor's love.

talasofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of large bodies of water. 



talay
Last name of an Australian international footballer.  Its full name is Ufuk Talay .  He played in addition to his natural
Australia, in Turkey, France and Japan.

talco
It is a material of the emnor possible hardness according to the Mohs scale.  It is a silicate, usually white in color.  A
product used to prevent or treat burns or scalds.  Name of an Italian musical band . 

talcosis
It is the name of a lung disease, caused by absorption or inhalation of talc.  Also by inhalation of dust.

tale
It is a word of the English language that means story.  It is an inflection of felling, which means down or knock down
trees.

talega
In Colombia it means stock exchange.  It can be made of fabric or other materials such as plastic or paper. 

talegalla
It means with crow's feet, big legs.  Cut it down.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family
Megapodiidae.  They are similar to pheasants but larger.

talego
In Colombia is a bag or rucksack, usually of fabric.  Cloth bags where wheat or flour is packed.  Bag or backpack, where
the children take books.

taleguillo
Diminutive of talego .  Cloth bag in which dirty clothes are stored. 

talento
It means intelligence, understanding and sharpness.  Also histrionic ability.  Talent, ability, skill, fitness, gifts.  Give to
develop an art.  Name of an ancient currency according to the Holy Bible.

talentosos
Plural of talented.  Very talented people.  It means smart, witty, skillful, right-handed, capable, apt, gifted, lucid.

talevas
Type of ancient shield that protected the entire body of the soldier or combatant.  They were used in the Medieval era.

talguate
Sagging and wrinkled skin, skin affected by old age (no longer soft and smooth).  It is also called this to the hard and
poor quality meat of beef, flap, skirt.  Hanging skin. 



talia
It is a name of woman of Greek origin.  It means that the one that is fruitful and sprouts with splendor.  the one that
blooms.  Thalía and Taalía variants.

talibana
Taliban woman.  Woman who is a member of a Sunni Islamic fundamentalist political-military faction of Afghanistan.  A
follower of the ultra-conservative idealism of Islam.

talibán
A man who is a member of a Sunni Islamic fundamentalist political-military faction of Afghanistan.  A follower of islam's
ultra-conservative idealism.

talibé
It is the name given to a child between the ages of 4 and 14 who is given by his poor parents to an Islamic religious
training school.  Student in training of a Koranic school.  Talibés . 

talidad
Thusness is the attribute or quality of show as it is.  Authenticity, individuality.  Property express in an original way and
as being unique.  Unrepeatable.

talishte
It's a word of use in Central America.  In Guatemala means durable, resistant, it has high capacity of stamina, tolerant,
stubborn, foolish.  That is strong in the face of adversity, demand or pain.  In El Salvador he is an old person but of great
vitality.

talismán
Esoteric bit that supposedly protects us dangers and adversities.  Element that gives us good luck.  Against, protection
amulet, fetish, relic, figure, image.

talkie
It means sound film, sound film, soundtrack.  It's an English language word. 

talla x
In Colombia it is the name of a very venomous snake.  In Colombia we also call it mapaná.  Other names he receives
are nauyaca, four noses, velvet.  Scientific name Bothrops asper .

tallarines
Noodles are a type of dry pasta, flat, thin and elongated.  made with semolina.  They are of Italian origin, derived from
the word "tagliare", meaning to cut, carve.   Pasta italiana presented on tapes or long strips.

tallas x
In Colombia it is the common name of a venomous snake.  It is also called jargon, mapanare, mapaná or equis.  Its
scientific name is Bothrops atrox and it belongs to the family Viperidae.  It is the snake that causes the most ophidic
accidents in Colombia.  In Fashions, it is a size prefix that means very or more (xs, is very small, smaller and xl means
very large or very long, larger, longer). 



taller
Place where crafts are made or where you work with your hands.  Place of repair of vehicles .  A place where a
craftsman or an artist works.  Type of teaching where teamwork is weighted.

talludo
In Colombia it means big, giant, plus-size.  Also augmentative of stem, large stem or corpulent (referred to a tree).  It
can also mean adult, mature.  Fibrous, hard food.  That yields referred to a fiber, which does not break.  Fast growing
and in a short time. 

talmudistas
Follower person of the Talmud, Holy Book of Judaism. Who likes to give rabbinical teachings. Contents of the Talmud.
Scholar of the Talmud. Rabbi.

talo
In Botany it means false tissue.  Structure of the talofitas, plants that have no stem.  Body of algae and fungi.

talocha
It is a tool of the masters of construction, consisting of a steel sheet with handle and that is used to apply mortar on walls
and walls.  In Colombia we also say plain. 

talon de aquiles
Achilles heel is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Achilles heel" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is "
34 Achilles heel;.  It makes reference to the nerve or weak point which has all being or entity.  Weakness, frailty and
vulnerability.

talonario
In Colombia it is a block or group of tickets, tokens or stubs stapled to distribute among customers, who aspire to obtain
a service.  It is also used in raffles.  They are designed in such a way that they allow you to detach to deliver a voucher
to the beneficiary and leave another voucher for the issuer. 

talpa
It is one of the common names of a tree and its fruit.  It is also known as mamon, mamoncillo, quenepa, mojón, guaya,
huaya, maco, sucker.  Its scientific name is Melicoccus bijugatus.

talpanas
It means mole duck or very small-eyed duck.  It was the name of some fossil ducks found in Hawaii.

talquitas
Plural talquita .  In Mineralogy it is a slate mineral, its main component is talc.  Mineral of very low hardness.

talud
It is the part tilted in a section of land.  It can also be the slope of the face of a wall.  Slope, slope, hillside (can be a
mountain or the seabed).



taludes
Plural slope .  Name that receives the sloped part of a slope or terrain, more specifically when referencing an
engineering work, such as a road or wall or dam inclination.  Slope or sloping part of the edge of a road. 

tam
It was the name of the largest airline that existed in Brazil.  It is currently part of LATAM, since it joined LAN Chile.

tama
Swelling in the feet and legs.  Name of a river in Japan that runs through Tokyo.  Asteroid name (1089), which was
originally named 1927 WB by astronomers.  Name of a National Park in Colombia ( Tamá ) , in the Department of Norte
de Santander. 

tamal
Tamal is a typical American dish that usually contains cornmeal, pork or chicken and some vegetables.  It is always
wrapped in banana leaves and steam-cooked.  Each tamale is basically the portion of a person.  In Venezuela and most
of Colombia are also called Hallacas or Hayacas.   There is great diversity all over America.  In my land is very famous
and desired Tamal Tolimense.  In Colombia in a pejorative way, fat woman and poorly dressed.

tamal de carne
It is the definition of nacatamal.  It is a term used in Nicaragua.

tamalameque
It is the name that is known to a municipality of the Department of Cesar in Colombia.  Its full official name is San Miguel
de las Palmas de Tamalameque.  He is popularly known for the legend and the song of the "" Llorona loca".  It is on the
banks of the Magdalena river.

tamales
Plural of tamal .  Tamal is a typical dish of American origin that usually contains cornmeal, pork or chicken and some
vegetables.  It is always wrapped in banana leaves and steamed.  Each tamal is basically a person's share.  In
Venezuela and much of Colombia they are also called Hallacas or bees.  There is great diversity throughout America.  In
my land is very famous and desired the Tamal Tolimense.  In Colombia pejoratively, fat and poorly dressed woman. 

tamalona
That seems like a tamale.  In Colombia it means person or badly clothed robust or buxom woman, person placed many
garments one over another and unnecessary.  Tamaluda.

tamanaco
Name of the chief a Caribbean indigenous people, settled in Venezuela.  These tribes were known as Mariches and
Quiriquires.  Name of a Venezuelan Navy Ship, registration GC-24 , ( ANBV-24 ).  In Venezuela there are many
neighborhoods, shopping centers, sports fields and avenues, which bear that name.  Your image appears in the
Collection Coins.

tamanduá
It is one of the common names given to anteater.   Also receives another common name: oso melero.  It has a snout
and a language extremely long.  It is mirmecofago (eats ants and termites)



tamandúa
It is one of the common names given to the bear melero.  It is a placental mammalian animal of the Order Pilosa.  they
belong to the genus Tamandua and the family Myrmecophagidae (meaning they eat ants and termites). 

tamandúa
It is one of the common names given to the melero bear, anteater or yurumí.  It is a placental mammalian animal of the
Order Pilosa.  they belong to the genus Tamandua and the family Myrmecophagidae (meaning they eat ants and
termites).  The word is of Guarani origin, where taa is ant and mundeu is trap (ant trap).  It is found in South America
and as far as Mexico. 

tamandúas
Tamanduas are the same bears meleros or Anteaters.  They are the Myrmecophagidae family, which in latin means that
they eat ants.  Its scientific name is Tamandua tetradactyla.  Tamandua ( no tilde and no s ) It is the name of the genus. 
They also eat termites and are roiginarios of South America.

tamare
In Venezuela it is the name of a locality of the Zulia State.  In Peru it is the apocope of an insult.

tamarindo
It is a tree of pods, edible fruits ( Legume ).  Very refreshing, pleasing and acidic juices are prepared.  Its scientific name
is Tamarindus indica ( formerly Diallium sp.   )  It belongs to the Fabaceae family and the subfamily Caesalpinaceae.
There is also a very nice bicoloured flowers shrub also called Tamarindo, Tamaris or jam, its scientific name is
Streptosolen jamesonii and belongs to the Solanaceae family.  It is native to Colombia and Ecuador.  It is used to
encourage the birds.

tamariwa
It is the name of an asteroid (1084).  It was named in honor of paracidist Támara Ivanova, who passed away at the age
of 24. 

tamariz
Surname of a Spanish magician, named Juan Tamariz.  It is the name of a river of Galicia, also called Tamaris or
Tambre.  It is also one of the common names of a shrub in the family Tamaricaceae.  Its scientific name is Tamarix
gallica and it is also known by the names of taray, talaya, atarfe, jam. 

tamaulipas
Tamaulipas is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Tamaulipas; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is 40 Tamaulipas; own name ).  It is the name of one of the States of Mexico.  Its capital is Ciudad Victoria
and in language Huasteca means " Place where lot " one prays.

tamán
Taman is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Taman; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is the name
of a Russian oil port in the Black Sea.

tamba
In southern Colombia and Ecuador it is a species of ruana or blanket, usually woven wool and used to get away from the
cold. 



tambaquí
It is the name of a fish in Colombia, something similar to piranha, but larger, Its meat is exquisite.  It receives other
common names: cherna , morocota , pacú , pacú negro , cachama .  Its scientific name is Colossoma macroporum (for
the black cachama) and Piaractus brachypomus (the red cachama), they also call it pirapitinga.  It belongs to the family
Characidae.  It can be grown in ponds.  Name of an Oil Field in Colombia, located in the Llanos de Casanare (Orocué)
and operated by the company Hupecol. 

tambaquís
Plural of wobble.  It is the name of a fish from the rivers of the Amazon and Orinoco basins of the family Serrasalmidae. 
It has impressive dentures, is omnivorous and very voracious.  It is also known as pacú, cherna, gamitana, cachama.  It
belongs to the genus Colossoma .

tambeta
Diminutive and despective of wob.  In southern Colombia and Ecuador a kind of blanket or ruana woven in wool is said
to be used to be used in the cold.  It means romanian, ruthete, ruthless.  Ruana or small wob. 

tambo
Type of simple construction that was located on the side of the roads that could be used as a temporary shelter or as a
warehouse or warehouse of products.  Awning where the products of the harvest are provisionally accumulated.  Troja . 
Name of Colombian municipality that belongs to the Department of Cauca . 

tambocha
It is a kind of large Ant, red-headed and notorious black eyes, is very poisonous.  They are nomadic and very
aggressive.  Also called Warrior ants, Legionary Ant, marabunta.  It is confused with the cachona.  They attack by
raizas.

tambor
It is the name of a percussion musical instrument.  It is from the menbranophone family.  It consists of a leather
membrane and a soundboard.  It is also the name of a coastal town in Costa Rica.  It belongs to the Cóbano District,
Puntarenas Canton, Pintarenas Province.  It has beautiful beaches.  It is located south of the Nicoya Peninsula. 

tambora
Name of an Indonesian stratovolcán .  Name of a Colombian percussion instrument, a little larger than the drum and
more serious sound.  Musical rhythm derived from cumbia.  Name of a Recreational and Cultural Park of the city of
Espinal, in the Department of Tolima (Colombia). 

tamborero
It means he plays the drum or the drum.  Musician who carries the compass with the drum.  Let him play the drum. 
Drummer. 

tamborilero
Person or child who is dedicated to touch or step up the drum.  Traditional Christmas Carol, attributed to Katherine
Kennicott Davis name.

tambre
In Colombia it is the same as tapa, dam or dam.  Structure of various materials that is made to contain and dam the



waters of a current. 

tambres
Plural of tambre .  In Colombia it means tapa, dam, dam, dam.  Wall containing or retaining water. 

tami mía
Tami mine is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tami" being its meaning:<br>It is the apocope of the names
Tamisha and Tamara.  Call Tamara and Tamisha affectionate and family way.  Tami Román is a model and American
actress.

tamil
Member of a Dravidian people who inhabited ancient Ceylon (present-day Sri Lanka) and southeastern India.  They
were non-Aryan peoples, Dravida people.  Name of the language they spoke. 

tamnofílidos
It is the castilianization of Tamnophilidae.  It means that he loves, loves or loves the bushes.  It is the name technical or
taxonomic family of small birds known as anthills, antwrens, antbirds, bataritos, tiluchies and ojodefuegos.  They are in
Central America and South America.

tamos
It is the plural of tamo.  In Colombia, tamo is the dry straw, dry pasture.  They are also the ears and waste already
husking rice or any other cereal.  Husk.

tamoxifeno
In Medicine, it is the name of a drug that is used in patients with breast cancer. 

tampa
It is the name of a city in the United States that belongs to the State of Florida (Hillsborough County).  It is also the name
of another U.S. city in Marion County, Kansas.  As a landform it is the name of a large bay on the Gulf of Mexico, in the
State of Florida.  Name of Airline specialized in cargo transport. 

tamponador
It is the same as buffer.  In chemistry is a substance that is used to control pH drastic changes.

tampu
Tampu or tanpu (Yes, with n) is a quechua word which means Inn, accommodation, Inn, lodging house.  Military camp. 
In Inca times, travelers were subsidized by the State with food and lodging.

tamtam
It is another name of the drum or tambora, tantan.  It is a drum with support.  Used in Brazil to play samba and pagode. 
It is of African origin.

tan
It is the apocope of the adverb of quantity both.  It means that it is compared, equalized, equated or balanced. 



Onomatopoeia of the noise generated by a blow (drum or bell for example).  Small drum class.  Name given to the bark
of the oak tree, oak or chaparro (Quercus ilex, of the family Fagaceae). 

tan-tan
Name of a city in Morocco.  The name of a class of musical instrument similar to the drum.  Onomatopoeia of the heart
rhythm or the sound of the heartbeat.  Song by Beatriz Luengo . 

tana
Tana is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tana ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Tana ( 41 own name;.  It is the name with you referred to a Spanish footballer, whose full name is Pedro Tanausú
Dominguez pleasures.  It is a steering wheel in the Union Deportiva Las Palmas.  It is the name of a municipality in
Norway and a Chilean town.  Herbaceous plant in the family Asteraceae.  It is the acronym for a regional airline.

tanaj
Name given to the set of sacred books of Judaism. 

tanate
It means arrume , heap , usually of diverse things and in a disorderly way .  It can mean chaos, mess mess.  In Mexico it
is also a type of basket, usually made from vegetable fibers. 

tanates
It can mean old junk, corotos, trebejos.  chécheres, junkies.   Wrinkle or lots of useless or old things.  In Mexico it is a
rice ball with other ingredients.  By extension, balls, testicles, balls.  Plural of tanate.

tanatico
The correct term is tanatic, with tilde.  It means related to death without violence.

tanatocracia
It is a system of government based on the imposition of the death penalty.  It is a modern form of the regime of terror or
inquisition.  .  Government of Death.

tanatoestética
It refers to the "beautification" of corpses or to the makeup and good presentation of the body of a deceased, for the veil.
 Small repairs or reconstructions are also made in this activity.  It differs from tanatopraxia, which is prior to
tanatosthetics, in which hygienization, cleaning and embalming is performed. 

tanatogeno
tanatogeno is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tanatogeno" as meaning:<br>Cause or causes death.

tanatomania
tanatomania is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Tanatomania; must have tilde )." being its meaning:<br>It
is a psychological disorder characterized by an abnormal obsession with death. Trends may have suicidal or homicidal,
which makes them very careful patients.



tanatosis
It is a mechanism of defense of some animals, which in the face of danger pretend to be dead.  It is highly applied by
frogs, snakes, fish, small birds and insects.  Among mammals, the possum does.  Some cyclide fish do, but to catch
their prey. 

tancredismo
Support with stoicism.  Tolerate to the fullest.  Imperturbable.  They don't seem to perceive danger. 

tancredo
It is a name of French origin male and means which thinks and gives good advice.  The name of one of the leaders of
the first crusade.  Was Prince of Galilee and Príncipe regente de Antioquía.

tanda
In Colombia it means following, toilet, chain, succession, harvest, cochada.  Something that occurs or occurs in
follow-ups or repetitively and in a short time. 

tanete
Tanete is the name of a city and a province of the Celebes Islands (Indonesia).

tanga
It is a very small interior garment.  Type of underwear .  Tiny panty.  Very small women's swim or interior garment, which
only covers the genitals and is complemented by ropes or strips.  There is also male thong interior and swimsuits.  

tangar
It means to deceive, to cheat, to cheat. 

tangara
In Colombia it is a common name for several species of birds.  In ornithology, it is the name of a genus of birds in the
family Thraupidae.  They are typical of Tropical America and are characterized by their colorful colors in their plumage. 
Name of an electric train that exists in Sydney, Australia.  The word is of Tupi-Guarani origin and means dancer, who
dances a lot. 

tangelo
It is the name of a variety of sweet orange.  It is usually obtained by crossing tangerine and grapefruit or tangerine and
grapefruit.   Technically it's called Citrus x tangelo .

tangencia
It means that it is slightly, that roza, bordering, contiguous.  You want to say that it is a part of the topic but is not the
most important thing or essence it.  By the sides.  Collateral.

tangerinas
It is another name that is known to the Mandarin.  There is this mistake as Tangerinas are really a subset of them,
because they are the result of a hybridization of Citrus reticulata ( Tangerine ) , with the common Orange ( Citrus x
sinensis ).  Is the often give names of Tangerine Citrus. Born or coming from Tangier.  belongs to the family Rutaceae.



tangerino
It means natural or native of Tangier the capital of Morocco.  It can also be called Tingitan, because Tingis was the
ancient name of the city of Tangier. 

tangibilidad
It refers to the quality or quality of being touched, to have contact with him, that can be counted and quantified.  That you
can be given a value.  Accounting, concrete, material, obviously, notorious, real.

tangible
It means that you can touch, which is palpable.  Concrete, material, apparent, real, manifesto, notorious.

tangibles
That they can play, that they can be felt by touch. In figurative way, everything that can be checked accurately. Palpable.

tango
It is a musical rhythm and a dance that emerged in the nineteenth century from the fusion of African-American
contributions, Creoles and European immigration.  Name and representation of the letter T in the NATO and ICAO
alphabet.  Name of a drink in the UK.  Name of a Spanish pop music band.  Official name of Adidas balls in the World
Cups Argentina (1978) and Spain (1982).  Name of a flamenco style. 

tangra
It is the name of the most important mountain range in Antarctica.  the word is of Bulgarian origin.   Name of God
Heaven or also called Tengri or Tangri , Tanr? , Tangrai .  Tangranism or Tengrianism was a belief of dispersed
character, introduced by the Huns (Turkic-Mongols) to Central Europe. 

tanguillo
Diminutive tango, tanguito.  Small type of pyrinola or peon.  Diminutive tango .  Variety of flamenco dance.

tanguita
Tiny panty, diminutive of tanga, bath or very small female inner garment.

tania
It is a name of woman of Russian origin and means beautiful princess.  Tania is another name given to an edible plant of
the genus Xanthosoma, from the family Araceae.  It is also known as mafafa, chonque, malanga, cocoñame, ocumo,
bore, yautía, macabo, rascadera, quequisque, otoe and tiquizque.  In Colombia it is the name of a song composed and
performed by Joe Arroyo.  Name of a brand of half evenings.

tania borealis
It is one of the names by which it is known in Astronomy of a very luminous star of the Constellation of Big Bear.  It is
also known as Landa Ursa Majoris, Landa UMa, 33 UMa or Uma 33.    It means "Second Jump from the North" or
second footprint from above or from the north.  It is also known as Alkafzah Borealis. 

taninos
Naturally occurring substances, widely used in dry cleaning and for tanning hides.  They also have medicinal uses as
astringents.  Due to its content of tannic acid are used as a mordant in the fixing of the colors in fabrics and fabrics so



permanent, something very useful in the textile industry and dyeing. They are very polluting substances from water
currents.

tanjarina
Tangerine is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tangerine" being its meaning:<br>It is more correct to use the
term Tangerine, meaning of Tanger, originally from Tangier. It is one of the names given to the Rutaceae family tree and
its fruit of the genus Citrus. The main species are Citrus reshni, Citrus unshiu and Citrus reticulata. They are known as
tanjarinas, tangerines.

tanjible
The correct term is tangible.  It means that you can touch, which is palpable.  Concrete, material, apparent, real,
manifesto, notorious.

tanque
Armoured car used to war, usually armed with cannons and machine guns and instead of wheels has been tracked.
Cistern or tank of several different materials, ( Metal, plastic, PVC and concrete ) used to store liquids.  Pool, cistern.

tanquear
Fill a car tank with fuel.  Recharge fuel.  Fill a tank with some liquid, usually using a hose.  Transfer, transfer, transfer,
pour. 

tanqueo
It's a tanking inflection.  It means filling the tank of a vehicle with fuel.

tantán
It can mean type of bell used in medium boats.  It is also called gong or batintín.  The Tantán or tam-tam is also a
membranophone instrument similar to the drum or conga, 

tanto
In football slang : goal , score (colloquially in Colombia cucumber).

tantomania
tantomania is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tanatomania ( must have tilde )." being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is tanatomania.  It is the abnormal obsession with death.

tantra
It is a word of Sanskrit origin that means to weave, weave, weave, warp or loom.  Tantra or Tantrism is an esoteric
doctrine that shows sexual desire as a form or argument for growing the spirit. 

tantrismo
It is a word of Sanskrit origin that means to weave, weave, weave, warp or loom.  Tantra or Tantrism is an esoteric
doctrine that shows sexual desire as a form or argument for growing the spirit. 

tanxugueira



Place where there are badgers, badger burrow.  Place where there are teixugos.  It also means in Galician, spike. 
Name of a musical group from La Coruña.  Name given to each of the pandereteiras of that group.  Name given to a
land that belongs to the parish of Fumaces, in the town hall of Rios (Ourense) 

tanygnathus
It means long-jawed.  It is a genus of parrots in the family Psittaculidae and live on the islands of Southeast Asia.

tanysiptera
It means long wings (tail or long feathers).  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Hacyonidae.  They are known
as cucaburras, alciones or marín fisherman.  It is found in the Las Moluccas Archipelago.

tanzania
It is the name of an African country, whose capital is Dodoma.  It is known for its extensive nature reserve areas
including the famous Serengueti Park.  The name was formed by joining the first letters of the words Tangañica and
Zanzibar. 

tañaburra
It is one of the common names in Spain receiving a bird in the family Muscicapidae, which are also known as the
spotted Flycatcher family.  They feed on insects and lives mostly in Europe and North America.  I was formerly classified
in the family Turdidae family.  which are also known as thrush, thrushes, or Blackbirds.  . Its scientific name is Oenanthe
oenanthe and other common names given to this migratory bird are: Wheatear, common Wheatear, Wheatear, Northern
Wheatear, stonechat.

tañare
It is a inflection of tañar, which means knowing, knowing or guessing the intentions of another.  Guess the qualities of
another. 

tañer
It means playing a metal body that produces vibrations, such as for example a campaign, a marimba or a xylophone. 
Make vibrate a string instrument.  Touch, press, Peal, redouble, folding, tapping, drumming.

tañia
The correct term is tañía, with tilde.  It's a tañer inflection.  It means to sound, to bell, bend, pick, drum.

tañir
ringing is incorrectly written and should be written as touch, dye.  being its meaning: the correct term is playing, if they
relate to make sound or vibrate a string instrument or a metallic element as a campaign or a triangle.  Touch, press,
Peal, redouble, folding, tapping, drumming.  Maybe they are also asking to dye, which means tinturar.

taoiseach
It means in Irish Head of Government (equivalent to Prime Minister). 

tapa
In the eastern plains of Colombia dam, dam wall made with wood or sacks to contain and divert water.  A channel of
water diversion gate.  Lid, Cap, cover.  In Costa Rica, is buttock, buttock.  In Spain, is an appetizer, snack.



tapa floja
It is another of the names that give in Haiti an illegal liquor, also known as clerén, triculí or pitrinchi.  It is very dangerous
to consume it because they prepare it with plant extracts, guarapo and sometimes with methanol or thinner.

tapabocas
Cloth patch covering mouth and nose.  Chinstrap, chinstrap.  Asepsis implement that is used to avoid contagion by
respiratory tract. 

tapacantos en pvc
They are protective tapes for furniture which are usually manufactured with a thermoplastic resin. Protective edges on
furniture.

tapachtlii
A bivalve carapace. Shell, worshiped. pectinido mollusc exoskeleton.

tapachula
Tapachula is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tapachula ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Tapachula ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a town and a municipality in the State of Chiapas Mexico. 
The name comes from Tapachollan, meaning in language Nahuatl " Toplyak Earth " " Flooded land.   "

tapacolas
Subtle way of referring to loincloths or small pieces of quer fabric covered the buttocks of the indigenous. 

tapalapa
tapalapa is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tapalapa ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Tapalapa ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a municipality of the Mexican State of Chiapas.  Zoque language
means " Place of sprawling water ".   " place of water 34 wildfire;.  There is also a town called Tapalapa or Tapalapan in
the State of Veracruz, in Mexico.

tapanco
It is a type of cupboard or attic that is built under the roofs and in the upper part of buildings or mansions and that is
used to store various objects.  This term is used in Mexico and Central America. 

taparos
cover you is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Táparos" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is taparos. 
In Colombia is synonymous with marrows or gourds ( Fruits of the tree, Crescentia cujete ).  Straining. In Colombia we
also tell taparo an ordinary horse and rough passage.

taparte
It is an inflection of cover.  It means cover or hide also.

tapera
the name of a Brazilian municipality in the State of Rio Grande is do Sul.  In Argentina and Uruguay it means old House
abandoned house in ruins.  House made of walls or tread ground.  In Chile, is a town located in the province of
Coyhaique.



tapesquillo
In Honduras is the way to call the back of the res.  Diminutive of tapesco .  Cutting meat that corresponds to loin .

tapetí
It is the name of a kind of South American rabbit.  It is also known as páramo rabbit, Brazilian rabbit, tapiti, muleto rabbit
or Amazonian rabbit.  Its scientific name is Sylvilagus brasiliensis and belongs to the family Leporidae. 

tapezco
Name of a Costa Rican city in the Province of Alajuela.  It belongs to the Canton of Zarcero.  It also means bed of reeds
(mat) or lattice of reeds. 

tapia
In Colombia and many parts of America it is a surname of Spanish origin.  In Spain, it is the name of a council of Tapia
de Casariego.  Asturias.  It also means wall, wall, normally built with grounded.  Tapial, wall, wall.

tapices
Rugs, carpets. Fabrics made by hand that they have figures of colors as decorations or designs. They are currently used
on the floor, but originally they were placed vertical to decrease cold walls. Plural of tapestry ( origin is from the word
tapis in French ).

tapilula
tapilula is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tapilula ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Tapilula ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Chiapas.  Nahuatl language means "
Place of the hanged ".

tapina
It can mean cork top.  Tápina is another way of calling the caper in Spain.  Caper or caper plant.  It is also called tápana,
tápena, taperera, capria, caparrón.  Its scientific name is Capparis spinosa and it belongs to the capparaceae or
Capparidaceae family.  

tapioca
Cassava or manioc flour.  Cassava starch.  It is also one of the common names of the plant, Manihot esculenta, also
known as cassava, cassava, cassava or arrowroot.  It belongs to the Family Euphorbiaceae.  It is the food of the
American indigenous peoples most base.

tapir andino
In Colombia it is another common name given to the danta of moor, lanuda danta or mountain danta.  Its scientific name
is Tapirus pinchaque and belongs to the family Tapiridae .  In Quechua language they are called sacha or sacha huagra
.

tapires
Tapirs do not seem even remotely a boar.  They are about the size of a cow large mammals.  Its scientific name is
Tapirus terrestris.  Lives from Mexico to Ecuador, close to the water and we know them also by other names: mborevi (
41 guarani Word; anta, tapir, pinchaque and macho de monte.  Its flesh is very tasty.  They are related to horses and
rhinos.  They have a kind of mucus of the elephant-like but much smaller.  Recently found in Colombia and Brazil a new
species, called Tapir Pygmy or dwarf tapir and its name is Tapirus kabomani.  Possibly you are in Peru, Ecuador and



Bolivia.  All belong to the Tapiridae family.

tapití
It is another common name for a South American wild rabbit.  It is also called Amazonian rabbit, Brazilian rabbit, tapeti,
muleto rabbit.  Its scientific name is Sylvilagus brasiliensis and belongs to the family Leporidae. 

tapiz
In Colombia is synonymous with rug, carpet, furniture, tapestries, cloth, awning, hanging covering.

tapín
Tapin is a diminutive of Cap.  Cover or seal metal some firearms, especially rifles.  The powder horn cover.  The head of
the nail coverage.

taponamientos
It means obstructions.  Interruption of a fluid due to a stopper or obstruction.

tapón
It is a way to call a trancon, taco or bottleneck of vehicles.  The site closed, impenetrable and which cannot be passed. 
Augmentative of Cap.  Cork, cover.  Area of Colombia on the border with Panama, where there are no roads (Tapón del
Darién).  The Tapón del Darién, is between the National Park Katios (Colombia) and Darien (Panama).  Cerro
Tacarcuna, remaining within the cap of the Darien.

tappings
It is one word in English meaning jacks, outlets.

tapujo
It means that cover, it hides, it serves as a curtain.  He won't let you see.  It usually refers to tricks or tricks that are used
so that the truth does not transcend.  Deception, ruse, ruse.  It is used more in plural.

taquear
This term is used in engineering to denote that a module construction must acquire a greater density and that the
porosity of the soil must be disposed.  It must be more solid.  It means compact, tamp, fill, compress.

taquicárdica
It means that you are a woman or a person who suffers from an abnormally fast or fast heart rate.  Fast heart rate. 

taquicárdico
Patient with tachycardia.  Patient with a faster heart rate. 

taquifismisa
taquifismisa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Taquisfigmia" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
Taquisfigmia. It is a medical term to say tachycardia, pulse acceleration.



taquilalia
The taquilalia or taquifemia is a defect of speech which consists in saying the words too fast to such an extent that it is
sometimes unintelligible.

taquineuca
I think that they asking tachypnea.  If so, is the one condition respiratory, consisting of increased frequency on the
breath.  Breathing fast and hectic.  It is also possible to try to ask for taikonauta, in this case is the name given to
Chinese astronauts or cosmonauts.  Chinese space men.

taquión
It means fast Greek.  It is the name of a particle that in theory is faster than light.  Superlight particle.

taquirari
It can mean in Bolivia mojeño, moxitano, which is from the centronorte of Bolivia, crossroads.  Which is Beni's.  It is also
the name of a cultural expression of the Departments of Beni and Santa Cruz, which is called Canto de la Flecha. 

taquito
Diminutive of taco.  You can refer to Mexican food, or a small roll of fabric or cotton, which is used to hold the blood. 
Taco or sausage-shaped cotton swab.  It can also be of wood and is used as chazo on the walls where the aim is to nail
nails.  In football is a move very subtle and desequilibradora, consisting of slightly touching the ball with the heel or heel
to deflect its course.

tar
TAR, is the acronym for a Mexican airline based in Querétaro, his full name is regional air transport.  It is the name of a
river and a valley in the Piedmont of North Carolina in the United States, from its source to the mouth of Tranters Creek. 
Thereafter called Pamlico River.  Apocope of be.

tarabanco
The correct term is Trabanco. It is the name of a brand of cider and sparkling cider in Gijon ( 41 Spain;. House
producing cider in Spain.

tarabilla
In Colombia it is a suspension bridge or a kind of rudimentary cable car.  It is used in the field to cross ravines where
there are very rugged mountains.  Quote, Tarabita, suspension bridge, rope bridge.

tarabita
In Colombia it is a kind of very rudimentary cable car.  It consists of a chair, basket or board that slides through a cable. 
It is often a hanging bridge and is used in very rugged mountain areas to cross large ravines.  Stonechat, Cítola,
suspension bridge, rope bridge.

tarado
Suffering from taras.  That he has mental problems.  Madman, who has lost the trial, orate, insane, deranged.

taragón
It is one of the common names of a bird typical of the Southern Cone of South America.  Its scientific name is



Baryphthengus ruficapillus and belongs to the family Momotidae.  It receives other common names such as: Momoto ,
yeruvá , juruva , yuruvá , burg , jeruvá .  It has a predominant green color and lives almost always lonely.

tarahumara
Member of an indigenous Mexican people settled in Michoacán.  They are known as light feet.

taraira
It is the name of a municipality in Colombia, which belongs to the Fepartamento de Vaupés.  It is of mining importance
and is located near the border with Brazil.  Soft tune, way of singing. 

taraja
Wooden tablet that hangs from the stones of the mills and they announce that it is in operation.  Zoquetillo, tarabilla. 

tarajallo
It is a term used in Venezuela.  It means acerrated, burly, usually refers to a very body-developed young man.  In
Colombia we say jayanazo.  Giant, gigantic.

tarambaina
It's a word from the Galician language.  You mean tarambana.  crazy, crazy, little sane. 

tarambana
In Colombia, it means crazy, of poor judgment, irrational.  Also used as a synonym for wasteful, wasteful, botarate or
botaratas.  You spend money without control.

tarambanas
Tarambana or tarambanas is used.  In Colombia it is the same as wasteful, wasteful.  Botarate .  Person who spends his
money in abundance, without measure.  It can also mean tarambana, crazy, thoughtless, hasty, dazed. 

tarango
It is a surname in the United States.  It is the surname of a former tennis player from the United States.  His full name is
Jeffry "Jeff" Gail Tarango.  It was characterized by having very violent reactions in adverse plays. 

tarantela
It is a term of Italian origin (tarantella).  It is the name of a musical rhythm typical of the Neapolitan region (Italy). 
Traditional dance that is very dynamic, which is executed quite fast and is typical of Naples in Italy. 

tarantines
It means series of hits or cans given with a belt or a strap, or any other blunt element.  Straps, fuetazos, rodzos, smacks.
 physical punishments with something blunt.  Horse straps or straps.

tarantiniana
You mean Tarantini's own.  Who did it or invented it Tarantini (referring to Argentine footballer Alberto César Tarantini). 
It can also be typical of Tarantino or invented by Tarantino (Quentin Tarantino the Filmmaker). 



tararearlo
It is an inflection of hum. It means singing the melody of a song with only the tarara. Hum, chant, mosconear, sing.

tararearlo
It is an inflection of hum. It means singing the melody of a song with only the tarara. Hum, chant, mosconear, sing.

tarasca
In Colombia it means jeta, horn, snout or mouth of an animal, tooth, jaw.

tarascadas
Plural of tarascada .  It means bites, bites, molasses.  The amount of skin or tissue that is torn or torn from a tarascazo
or bite. 

tarascanos
It is a way of calling a pre-Columbian Mexican people or ethnicity.  It is more common to call them Tarascones,
Tarascans or Purépechas.  They occupied a large expanse of Mesoamerica. 

tarasco
It is the name of an indigenous Mexican people, based especially in Michoacán.  By Michoacan extension .

taray
It is one of the names of a shrub of the family Tamaricaceae.  It also receives the names of taraje, tamarix, tamariz or
tamaris.  It is also called talaya, tamarisk or atarfe.  Its scientific name is Tamarix gallica. 

taraza
taraza is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tarazá" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia Taraza is a
municipality in the Department of Antioquia, famous for its large production of exquisite papayas.

tarazcada
In Colombia it is a bite or bite of large proportions, usually caused by an animal of large jaws.  Bite, bite, bite.

tarazed
It is the name of a star in the constellation Eagle (Aquila).  It is also called Tarazet, Reda, Gamma Aquilae or HIP 97278.
 It is located exactly behind Altair.  It is almost 3000 times brighter than the sun. 

tarágulo
It was a type of knife or dagger, which was used in the quarrels after the Crusades.  It originates in Asia Minor.

tarcos
It is the plural of tarco.  It is one of the common names of a tree of beautiful blue or purple flowers.  Also known as
jacaranda, jacaranda caroba, little Peacock and gualanday.  Its scientific name is Jacaranda mimosifolia and belongs to
the family Bignoniaceae.



tardígrado
It means slow movements or slow steps.  It is a way of calling water bears (Ecdysozoans) and also sloths or light
parakeets. 

tardísimo
It is an adverb of time very used in Colombia.  It means the activity with a long delay, with much delay.  Retrasadisimo,
retardadisimo, belatedly, unseasonably, out of time.

tardor
It is a word that in Catalan means Autumn.  Station where the leaves fall from the trees.  Name of a special melody for
flute.  Name of a senior craft school. 

targón
Runeterra's very tall and mythological mount in "League of Legends".  It is also the name of a French city and a canton,
in the Langón District, located in the Aquitaine region, Gironde Department.  Type of ancient shield.

tarifa
It means price, cost, value.  What is charged for a given service. 

tarifazo
It's a rate boost.  It is a propagandistic term, used by traders to attract customers' attention and means that it is a very
favorable price or rate, of a product that is advertised.  Ganga, bargain, offer, opportunity.

tarijeño
It is a Bolivian born, resident or related to the city or the department of Tarija.

tarima
In Colombia it is an elevated wooden structure that is installed in public places to present shows.  Boarding, stand,
tablado.

tario
Francisco Tario, pseudonym of Francisco Peláez ( City of Mexico, on December 2, 1911, Madrid, Spain, 1977 ) was a
Mexican writer. Some of his works Ragu of veal, between your icy fingers and the night of the coffin.

tarín
It is the surname of an excellent and young Spanish footballer who plays in the Levant.  His full name is Rodrigo Tarin
Higon.  He has been in Spain and Europe, junior champion in youth categories.

tarja
It's a woman's name of Finnish origin.  It means consecrated to God.  It is also considered the Finnish-language variant
of Daria (Greek name), which means kind.  Name of a lyrical soprano singer from Finland.  Its full name is Tarja Soile
Susanna Turunen Cabuli .  In Mexico it is called a tarja to a dishwasher or sink.  Type of small old shield, which only
protected the chest.



tarjeta
In Colombia ID used by minors.  Identification document .  It can also mean tab, cardboard, document, ballot, label.  In
addition, it can also be a postcard, a print or a squela.  Card .

tarjetazo
It is a way to call the crime that is consumed with cloned cards.  Theft with cloned cards.

tarlipes
It means male gonads.  It is a way of referring to testicles.  Gabriel García Márquez, also used the term tompiates, while
it also means basket or basket.  Balls, backpacks, bags, balls, eggs.

taro
It is one of the common names of an edible tuber plant.  It is also called malanga, ocumo, kalo, cará.  Its scientific name
is Sculent Placesia and belongs to the Araceae family.  Taro is also the name of an island in Choiseul Province in
Solomon Islands.  In Canary Islands is the name of a cylindrical construction in which goat's milk cheeses are cured.  In
Germany it is a surname.

tarolas
Plural of tarola .  It is the name of a percussion musical instrument that is also known as a box or clear box.  Other
names it receives are redoblante or military drum.  A kind of drum or membranophone instrument. 

taromenane
It is the name of a small Ecuadorian nomadic indigenous group, which remains in voluntary isolation in the region of
Pastasa and Orellana.  Currently it is believed are inside the Yasuni National Park.  and that its members averaged
about 200 or 300.  They have been affected by oil exploitation in the area.

taronja
It is a word in Catalan meaning orange, toronja, a citrus fruit belonging to the family Rutaceae.  Fruit name .  Name of a
Spanish school, which exists in Valencia, Spain. 

tarot
It is a type of deck used for divination and cartomance.  It consists of 78 cards. 

tarpa
It is the name of a village in Hungary.  It is located on the northern plain of the country.

tarpan
The correct term is tarpán, with tilde.  It is one of the common names of the Euro-Asian wild horse.  Wild steppe horse. 
Its scientific name is Equus ferus ferus and belongs to the Equidae family.

tarphonomus
It means that it inhabits a tangled place, of a tangled nest.  It is a genus of birds in the family Furnariidae and are known
as bandurritas.  It is found in Bolivia and Argentina.



tarra
You mean old, old, old-fashioned.  In Colombia it is also the name of a municipality of the Department of Norte de
Santander.  In the Morilón-Barí language, it means enclosed by rivers.  Name of an ancient Greek city of Crete. 

tarraconense
It means native of Tarraco or Tarragona, a Spanish city.  It is also valid for the native of the Province of Tarragona. 

tarragona
It is the name of a province in Spain and a city.  Formerly it was also called Tarraco.  It was a Roman settlement. 

tarraja
It is a manual tool used to make stretch marks or threading that allow a thread to be placed in a tube. 

tarrajado
In Colombia makes reference to a tube which passed him the tarraja at the ends or have carved you necessary stretch
marks so that it permits the use of threads or connections.  It is mostly in metallic or galvanized pipe.  Inflection of
tarrajar.  Tapping, thread cutting.  It means styling manually stretch marks that allow Threading.

tarro
In Colombia we say jar to a cylindrical container of Tin in which usually come packaged products in powder.  Container,
container, Tin, boat.  In the plural, jars, is a vulgar way to refer to the hips and legs of women.

tarsiger
It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Muscicapidae.  They are known as nightingales, flycatchers
or flycatchers.

tarso
Name of a set of small bones of the foot.  Navicular bone.  Name of a municipality in Colombia that belongs to the
Department of Antioquia .  Name of an ancient Turkish city belonging to Cilicia (south coast of the Anatolian Peninsula),
Mersin Province. 

tarta
In Colombia it's another way of saying cake, cake, ponqué.  It is a type of dessert made with eggs, flour, sugar and
stuffed with fruits or nuts.  The most common shape is round and decorated with whipped cream.  It is baked and is
usually a little thinner than a traditional ponqué.

tartala
In Colombia it means old and unhinged object.  Old lady, checker, tartan.  Deburred, damaged, damaged. 

tartana
In Colombia it means very old, deteriorated, dilapidated, with damage.  It almost always refers to vehicles, carriages or
old and damaged equipment.

tartarinesco



You mean with cheers.  It means with the appearance of courage, with imaginary or supposed bravery.  With arrogance,
petulance or vanity.  Petulante, boastful, arrogant, boastful.

tartarí
It was an ancient way of calling a Tatar.  Originally from Tartaria.  It was also a very luxurious type of fabric of antiquity,
of the same origin and competing in quality with Persian fabrics.

tartufo
Tartuffe, or the imposter, is a work of Moliere.  It consists of a comedy in five acts, written in alexandrine verses.  False,
hypocritical and unfair person.

tarugo
It has several meanings.  In Colombia is a small wedge of wood or fabric.  Wad, chazo, PIN, dowel.  It can also be a
piece of bread.  I crumb, crust.  In Mexico it means stupid, gross, stupid, Chump.

taruka
Taruca is also used.  It's one of the ways to call the Andean deer.  The word is of Aymara and Quechua origin and in
both languages means the myism (deer).  It is a medium-sized mammal from central South America and is also named
after the northern huemul or g'emul.  Its scientific name is Hippocamelus antisensis , It is found in the Peruvian Andes
and northern Chile.

tarum
It is the name of a Moshav (type of settlement, chipboard or village) located in the center of Israel.  It was initially made
up of Jews from Yemen and India.  The name is taken from the book of Psalms.

tarupido
The correct term is tarupido.  It is the union of the words tare and stupid.  It is a sneaky and hypocritical way to insult
someone by saying that it is very raw, very ignorant.

tarwi
It is one of the common names of a very nutritious legume plant.  It is also known as lupine,, lupine, tarhui.  It is very
similar to soy and of Andean South American origin.  Its scientific name is Lupinus mutabilis and it belongs to the
Fabaceae family. 

tasa
In Economics, the price that is officially set for a product or currency.  Inflection of appraisal, which means fixing or
determining the official price of something.  Assess, estimate . 

tasajo
It is a type of shredded cut of meat, which is salted, dehydrated and smoked.  It is also called cecina or charqui.  It is
native to southern Colombia and Ecuador.  Dried meat. 

tasazo
It is a unique and rare banking opportunity, through which credits are offered at very low interest. 



tasca
In Colombia it is a type of small restaurant, where they sell food and drinks to their customers.  Many of them are
bullfighting.  Tavern. 

tascar
In Ecuador it means chewing, chewing, ruminating. 

tasin
Mean nest, nest box, impeller, basket, basket.   Impeller of fabric that is used in the head to carry heavy objects.  Ring,
impeller or ring of fabric where the clay pots, the jars or the mucuras are supported.  This term is used in the South of
Colombia and Ecuador.

tasis
The correct term is TASIS.  It is the acronym in English of The American School in Switzerland ( American school in
Switzerland ).

taso
It is the name given in Ecuador to an Andean tuber grown by the Incas and almost unknown.  Its scientific name is
Mirabilis expansa and belongs to the family Nyctaginaceae.  It is also called miso, pegapega in Ecuador and in Peru is
called in addition to chago, arricon, cassava inca, cushipy chaco.  In Bolivia it is called mauka.  It grows to heights above
2500 meters.  It looks like the arracacha.

tasofobia
It is the exaggerated fear or discomfort of sitting or sitting. 

tastajo
I think they ask for tasajo.  if so, it is a typical dish of southern Colombia and Ecuador that are strips of dry, salted and
smoked beef.  Dehydrated and smoked shredded meat in strips. 

tastil
Tastil or better yet Tastil ruins, is a national monument in Argentina, corresponding to the largest pre-Columbian city in
the region of Salta.  Tastil was inhabited by indigenous pre-Columbian Atacameño.

tasugo
It is another of the common names given to the badger.  It is a small to medium butcher mammal of the family
Mustelidae.  Its scientific name is Meles meles.  It is distributed in Europe and Asia.  It feeds on insects, honey and small
vertebrates.  It has preferably nocturnal habits. 

tasuna
tasuna is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Batasuna" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is batasuna.  It
is a word in Basque language which means unity.

tata
It means dad, father, taita, parent.  It also means nanny or nanny.  It's a Hindu surname.  Name of a Hindu business
group, dedicated to the production of tea.  Name of a city of Hungary . 



tatabro
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima we say tatabro or tatabra tapir, tapir or macho de monte.  It is a
mammal's large size, which has a kind of mucus in the eustachian tube.  Its scientific name is Tapirus terrestris and the
Tapiridae family.

tatadios
It's the same as Father God.  It is the name of a Mexican ranch song, performed among others by Miguel Aceves Mejía
and Chavela Vargas.  Also in Entomology is one of the common names of the religious Mantis, commonly called
rezandera, santateresa, mamboretá , campamocha (or tamids) or simply mantis.  It belongs to the Mantidae family.

tataratas
There is the possibility that they ask for tataretas or falls and everything is due to a typing error.  If it is tataretas, in
Colombia it means gagas, spluttering, having language difficulties.  If the question is over falls, because it makes
reference to the fall of bodies of water, also called Cascades or waterfalls.

tatareto
In Colombia is a derogatory way to call the person who has the language defects.  Gago, tongue-tied, tartajoso,
tottering, zazoso.

tatiana
Tatiana is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tatiana ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Tatiana ( 41 own name;.  It is the Slavic Taciana varinate.  It is a name of Greek origin meaning active,
hacendosa woman.  Affectionately say Tati.

tatjana
It is a Slavic variant of the female name Tatiana.  It is also Taciana variant.  The name means the one that is active,
dynamic.  The name is of Greek origin.  This name is also used in German.  Name of an asteroid ( 769 ) .  It was named
after a character from a poem by Aleksandr Pushkin (Work: Eugene Onegin - Opera). 

tatuador
Person who is dedicated to tattooing.

tatusias
They are the same gurres, cachicamos, jerrejerres, armadillos, armadillos, cuzucos, tattoos, armadillos, piches and
toches.  They are placental mammals of the family Dasypodidae.  The scientific name is Dasypus novemcinctus.  They
are characterized by having a protective shell.

tatús
Armadillos.  It is the plural of tatu, which is an animal also known as gurre, armadillo, Armadillo, jerre jerre, Armadillo,
beetles.  Its scientific name is nine banded Armadillo in the Dasypodidae family.

taumaturgo
It means he does magic or can work miracles.  It usually refers to a magician or a saint.  It has the ability to do
taumaturgia or prodigies.



tauntonia
tauntonia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Teutonia" being its meaning:<br>The correct name is Teutonia.
 It is not asteriode.  1044 ( initially 41 1024;.  Teutônia is the name of a Brazilian municipality in the State Rio Grande Do
Sul, was founded by Germans.  Teutonia was another name given to Germany, as Germania is also.  Teutonia means
land of the Tetons.

taura
Taura is a parish of el Naranjal Canton, in the province of Guayas in Ecuador.En Argentina means bold, vivo, pilo. In
language in Colombia Taura Achagua means clean and healthy. Crystal.

tauraco
It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family Musophagidae.  They are known as turacos, wandering birds
or banana eaters.  All species are African, have colorful ridges and vivid colors.

tauret
In Bogota, Colombia, is the name of a company dedicated to the distribution, trade and sale of equipment and parts of
computer, laptop, security cameras and accessories.

taurinensis
taurinensis is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Taurinensis; is proper name )" being its
meaning:<br>Taurinensis in latin is a synonym for Turin, originally from Turin in Italy.  It means that Turin is or should be
there.

taurinos
It refers to everything related to the art of Cúchares, Bulls or bullfighting.

tauris
It is the name of a small Italian island.  Where was a naval battle between the caesarean and pompeians in the civil war
of the Roman Republic in the year 47 to.  (C).

tauro
It means bull.  Name of the second sign of the zodiac after Aries (between April 21 and May 20).  Name of a
constellation also known as Taurus. 

taurofilia
Lover of bullfighting. A person who loves the art of Cúchares. Passion of the Taurofilo.

taurofobia
A person who hates the bulls.  Anti-bullfighting.

tautor
Tautor is the surname of a person who knows a lot about energy and new sources for it.  His name is Heiko Tautor, he
is an Electrical Engineer and of German origin.



tava
It is a type of frying pan used in India and Pakistan.  It is also called saj.  Large, flat or slightly concave metal plate,
circular in shape (can be made of cast iron, steel or aluminum). 

tawri
Tawri or tarwi, is the Quechua name of a plant known as lupin, lupine or.  Its scientific name is Lupinus mutabilis and it
belongs to the Fabaceae family.  

taxero
It is the same as taxi driver in Panama.  Taxi driver in Panama. 

taxi
It means rented, rented.  You are paid to transport us exclusively.  Although we all think that taxi only refers to the utility
car for rent, the reality is that it can refer to all kinds of transport that is purchased for rent.  In Yopal it is very common
air taxi service to the big herds.  1998 French film name, by Gérard Pirés (also given the name Taxi express).  Name of
a 2004 Tim Story film.

taxi dermista
taxi dermista is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Taxidermist" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is a
taxidermist.  It is the person who is ex officio the taxidermy.  It is who is dedicated to dissect and keep animals.

taxímetro
In Colombia it is an electronic device used by taxis to quantify the cost of a service (called a race).  It is calibrated
according to a rate and the travel time or the distance traveled. 

taxoguil
Reportedly, Taxoguil or taxohuil.  It is the same as frijolada or frejolada.  Mexican dish of beans, pork, and seasonings. 
It is typical of Veracruz and Oaxaca and consumed at parties and weddings. In Colombia we say frijolada and
consumed almost every day, the difference is you are not spicy.

taxón
In Biology and Taxonomy it is a group of organisms (individuals or species) related, which are assigned a Latin name
and have a common description. 

taygeteano
It means that it comes from Taygeta or is originally from Taygeta.  This is a star also called 19 Tauri or 19 Tau, which
belongs to Las Pléyades.  It can also be called Tauriano or 19 Tauriano. 

tayo
In Peru and Ecuador it is a way to call the guácharo, a bird of nocturnal customs.  It belongs to the family Steatornithidae
and its scientific name is Steatornis caripensis .  It is also called cavebird or oily bird. 

tayuyas
The correct term is Tayuya.  It is an anime that is characterized by a long pink hair.



taza grande
It's the bowl definition.

tazones
Plural and augmentative cup.  Large mugs, large cups.  Trophy given to champions in many sports, especially in tennis. 
In Geography is the name of a town and parish belonging to Villaviciosa in the Principality of Asturias in Spain.

tazota
It is an augmentative of Cup.  Large Cup.  Also, a tazota is a type of agricultural cottage, entirely made of dry stone,
located near the douars of the Moroccan region of Doukkala.

tazón
Cup augmentative.  Large cup.  It is a type of container, usually hemispherical and without handles, larger than a cup
and used for drinking or keeping liquids.  In some cases it is also a type of trophy. 


